
XXI Network (managed by XXI Coin) and Xi
Project will enter in the new phase to support
the offshore migrant workers

XXI and XXI Network

XXI strategically expands for fortifying

global remittance, and on-chain

transaction network with the new phase

and upcoming events with official

partnerships.

LONDON, UNITED KINGDOM,

December 8, 2023 /EINPresswire.com/

-- Embarking on a visionary journey, XXI

is poised to redefine the landscape of

international remittance and

blockchain-based value exchange. In a

strategic move, Xi Project's

preparations are underway for a series

of transformative events and listings

from December 2023 to the first half of

2024. This initiative signifies a pivotal

moment as the foundation of the

project is fortified, enhancing

capabilities for seamless financial

transactions on a global scale.

Commitment to innovation extends beyond the ordinary, with established partnerships with

regulated financial institutions securing official approval for the utilization of cutting-edge

blockchain technology. In contrast to proof-of-concept endeavors or the noise of advertising

coins, XXI is realizing tangible accessibility to the real world, comparable to providing access to

the internet.

As the reach and capabilities expand, focus remains on enhancing accessibility and utility. XXI

aims to create a dynamic ecosystem surpassing traditional boundaries, enabling a broader user

base and increased liquidity. The upcoming months represent a crucial period for XXI,

positioning it to play a pivotal role in the ever-evolving landscape of global financial

transactions.

http://www.einpresswire.com


We Connect, We Liberate, We Empower the Asset,

Values, and You.

Commitment to security is unwavering.

With patented technology, XXI Network

assures higher security and stability for

assets, surpassing the reliability of

current stable coins in the future.

Assets are believed to not only be safe

but to empower with financial

freedom. It's not just about cheapening

cross-border transactions; it's about

liberating individuals from the

restrictions of conventional monetary

systems.

"But this is just the beginning," says

Andreas Krause, the Project General

Lead.

Xi Project prepares for the unfolding of

XXI's journey as the next phase in the

commitment to advancing

international remittance and

blockchain-based value exchange is revealed. Patience and enthusiasm during this

transformative period are invaluable. Rest assured, the upcoming event promises to be a

celebration of progress, innovation, and excellence, driven by anticipation for something truly

Now is the time. We must

change for the better.

The new infrastructure

connects migrant workers

and families at the home

country worldwide.”

Andreas Krause

remarkable.

Participation in this evolutionary expedition is invited for

the forthcoming events, as the promising road ahead is

navigated. The assurance is that the wait will be

worthwhile, and the unfolding developments will mark a

significant step forward in the mission to redefine the

financial landscape.

In the world of XXI, every event is a milestone, every

development is a leap forward, and every moment is an opportunity for joy. In the best wishes

for the prosperity and realization of the vision Xi Project team and XXI propagates, let it be joyful

in the wait, and witness the future unfold with XXI – where innovation meets accessibility, and

the journey is as exciting as the destination.



XXI Network and Financial Freedom for Everyone

Including Migrant Workers Worldwide

Irene Chen

Xi Project
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